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Fire destroys home, displaces family
Dalondo Moultrie
The Seguin Gazette
Fire claimed a family’s home and threatened
a neighbor’s residence
Tuesday night in Seguin.
Seguin Fire Department
personnel quickly handled
the blaze and no one was
hurt, Chief Dale Skinner
said. At least three people
in the family made it out
of the house safely but a

dog died as a result of the
fire, he said.
“The fire crews arrived
to find the home fully
involved with a neighboring home catching fire,”
Skinner said. “We were
able to quickly get the
fire under control and the
exposure home received
only minor damage to
the eaves. They called it
under control probably
within 15 minutes.”

Firefighters were notified about 8:40 p.m.
Tuesday of a reported
structure fire at a house
in the 900 block of East
Weinert Street, the chief
said.
Crews battled the
blaze and extinguished
the flames at the singlestory, single-family house,
Skinner said. The cause of
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Charred remains are left behind as no one was hurt but
a pet died when a ﬁre ripped
through a family’s home
Tuesday, Aug. 17, 2021, on
Weintert Street in Seguin.
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Class is in
session
Area children return to school for the 2021-22 school year.
BELOW: Jrae’Lynn
Cairo is set to rock
third grade at Patlan.

First grade ready

ABOVE: A pack of
dinosaurs watch as
their buddy heads
off to the ﬁrst day
of kindergarten at
Navarro Elementary.
RIGHT: Jaydie Tovar
is ready for seventh
grade at AJ Briesemeister.

The Castillo Girls:
Faith,
ninth;
Hope,
eighth;
Grace, sixth; and
Joy, ﬁrst.

Influx of COVID
patients putting
strain on GRMC
Dalondo Moultrie
The Seguin Gazette
As cases of COVID19 increase in Guadalupe
County, so do hospitalizations, putting a strain on
the local hospital, officials
said.
For about five weeks,
Guadalupe
Regional
Medical Center has been
one of the hospitals experiencing a surge in the number of COVID-19 patients
admitted to the facility,
GRMC Public Information
Officer Elizabeth McCown
said. The hospital, as of

Rylan is heading to the third grade,
and Jojoshua is off to fourth.

COVID - 14

GBRA: Damaged
spill gate is not
repairable, unsafe
Dalondo Moultrie
The Seguin Gazette

First day of sixth for Weston Shields and eighth
grade for Camden Shields at Navarro.

Wednesday, was caring for
39 COVID patients as well
as other patients, she said.
About a week earlier,
GRMC healthcare workers
were caring for 31 COVID
patients.
GRMC’s
seven-day
moving
average
for
COVID hospitalizations
was 33 per day, a 15%
increase from the prior
week, McCown said. The
seven-day moving average
for new COVID admissions at the hospital was
six per day, she said. About

A tree appears to have
caused a backup earlier this
month that led to one of
the spill gates failing and
draining Lake Gonzales.
There is no safe way to
fix it and no money available to replace all the spill
gates at the aging hydroelectric dam, GuadalupeBlanco River Authority,
the owner of the dam, said.
GBRA operations staff and

engineering teams evaluated the gates and came
to a conclusion, Executive
Manager of Engineering
Charlie Hickman said.
“We were really unable
to identify any repair
mechanisms that could
be accomplished in a safe
manner that we felt were
implementable at this
time,” he said. “The recommendation we have still
for Lake Gonzales is that
GBRA - 10

Coffee company’s plan for facility grinds to a halt
Dalondo Moultrie
The Seguin Gazette
Talks for a coffee maker
to locate in Seguin came to
an instant halt Tuesday as the
company ran short of funding
to start the venture.
CoffeTech was unable to
come up with money needed to close the deal so the
city of Seguin and Guadalupe
County canceled incentives

for the start-up, said Josh
Schneuker, Seguin Economic
Development Corporation
executive director.
“We knew that securing
funding to get the project over
the finish line was obviously
the most important component,” he said. “The company
just wasn’t able to secure that
funding and essentially they
terminated the project.”
CoffeeTech planned to

build a 112,000 square-foot
manufacturing facility and
national headquarters on
33.67 acres of land the Seguin
Economic
Development
Corporation owns in the Rio
Nogales Industrial area near
Eighth and Guadalupe Streets
off Interstate 10 in Seguin.
Plans were to produce highgrade instant coffee for other
COFFEE - 15
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A rendered drawing showed
the plans for what Coffee
Tech Industries would have
looked like, if the company’s
plan moved forward.
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